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ALGOLAB carried the algorithmic 
operations to mobile for the first time in 

Turkey. 
 

 
DenizBank Investment Services Group carried the first online algorithmic 

operation platform of Turkey to the pocket of the investor. It is now easier to 

access simple, secure and applicable investment strategies with ALGOLAB 

Mobile which will support the implementation of investment decisions of 

customers, let them save time and robotize the process entirely.    

DenizBank Investment Services Group has presented ALGOLAB to the service of customers as a 

mobile application where they can place a robotized transaction order in Borsa Istanbul Stocks and 

Futures and Options markets through a single channel for algorithmic operations.    

With this application in which algorithmic transactions can be downloaded to the mobile phone for 

the first time in Turkey and makes the lives of investors trading in Borsa Istanbul easier, the 

customer can design their investment ideas on a secure platform with strategies which already 

exist or which they can create themselves without having to constantly keep track of the markets. 

Thus, ALGOLAB users can place an order for an automatic transaction in their investment accounts 

by testing whichever strategy they want that are presented ready. 

The investors which are Deniz Yatırım customers can access ALGOLAB Mobile directly through their 

online banking account information and realize their transactions whereas the non-customer 

investors can also experience the application by opening a demo account.  

With ALGOLAB Mobile which serves a wide range of users from those with no experience in 

investment to investors with a long experience in this field, it is easier to access simple, secure and 

applicable investment strategies.  

“We are carrying our service which makes it easier for investors to the future”. 

Stating that they offer an advantage of selecting whatever strategy they like out of the rich pool 

of options for investors with ALGOLAB Mobile, DenizBank Private Banking and Investment 

Group Executive Vice President Dr. Cem Önenç commented on the subject: “Carrying 

ALGOLAB where the investors can create algorithmic operation strategies without needing software 

knowledge and can execute these strategies on live stock exchange data over to the mobile 

application, we meet an important need. ALGOLAB which we presented over the desktop 

computers for the investors’ service in 2019 has been the choice of thousands of investors in a 

short period of time. This quick momentum that the application gained encouraged to develop a 

version that can be available on mobile devices as well and we are very happy to have realized this 



      

                                                                                                                                                                

goal over a short period of time of 6 months. Hence, the investors in the capital market can realize 

their investment preferences in a fast, secure and customized manner from wherever the like 

regardless of the experience they have. With ALGOLAB Mobile, we are saying to the investors “You 

just choose your investment idea and let ALGOLAB deal with the rest from anywhere you wish.” 

He added “We are pleased to serve our investors through ALGOLAB WEB which we continue to 

develop to help them create new strategies and improve their user experienced and our new 

application ALGOLAB Mobile.”.   
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